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Coach Cochran’s 7th grade P.E. class
showing off thier new uniforms.
DESIGNER: Ki Sowell, 12
PHOTOGRAPHER: Bria Walters, 12
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THE PERFECT LENS
There

is no one image that captures
the Lincoln Tiger. At Lincoln College
Preparatory Academy every face holds
a different story, and every heart a
different dream. With such a diverse
building, it is important to cherish all
perspectives; so, instead of being turned
away from each other’s differences, we
unify under the face of the tiger. Roaring
loud and standing high, the perception
one gets from Lincolnians is equal to
that of a perfect picture.
Everywhere you look, there are
unexpected surprises to find. Even when
two people look at a seemingly similar
corner of Lincoln, their interpretation
is always different. While one can look
inside of our classrooms and see the
next world leader, another could spot
the next worldwide popstar. Outside of
class can appear as hallways appear

as runways, but also as football fields.
These optical illusions are not some kind
of fancy magic trick, but are a result of
the many unique stories Lincolnians
bring once they become a tiger.
Although one image can never truly
capture the essence of Lincoln, our
perceptions certainly can. It is our
unique perspectives that control the
shine of our school and make our eyes
comparable to that of the perfect lens.
Instead of being a device with complex
settings and various attachments, our
perception of the world works in ways
that are unimaginable. We control the
way our picture is portrayed without
ever needing to push a button.
CHEYENNE CLOPTON !2

► Patience Christensen, 6, Kevin Bui, 8,
Jalen Adriyel, 10, Sakina Bhatti, 12, Grace
Davis, 11, Fabian Reyes, 9, and Kennedi
White, 7, show that a diverse point of
view is needed to represent the essence
of Lincoln.
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► Mario Woods, 10, dodges his opponent

and scores a touchdown for the Tigers.

PERFORMANCE
Playing from the highest point imaginable,
Lincoln Tigers rise up to even the hardest
of challenges. But with their eyes always
set on victory, there is no feat too tough.
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football					
volleyball					
girls/ tennis 		
cross country				
boys’ soccer				
soccer championship		
swim					
wrestling		
			
boys’ basketball
		
girls’ basketball			
cheerleading				
dance team				
girls’ soccer				
baseball					
boys’ tennis				
track					
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